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Abstract
The Internet has become a critical communications infrastructure for today’s society. Besides supporting interpersonal communication and entertainment services, the Internet also allows communication
with sites that are critical to the good functioning of our society, in a way that the denial of access to
information or services available by them can be the cause of society malfunctioning. These sites will in
the following be designated as eLife critical sites. In the present thesis was developed the capability of
evaluation and monitoring of the resilience of sites that support critical public services used by Portuguese
citizens, based on public information available. Such work demands therefore a series of questions.
(i) The identification and inventory of the most important sites and algorithms. (ii) Characterization
of IP resources associated to each one of these sites. (iii) Interconnection system that supports the
connections between those sites and the Internet, namely the characterization of Autonomous Systems
(AS) that support their connectivity. The techniques and algorithms described above are integrated in the
monitoring system developed, Crisys, that allows in a dynamic way to obtain information and resilience
indicators of the systems considered.
Keywords: eLife Critical Sites, Autonomous Systems, Crisys, National Internet, Automatic Monitoring,
Communications Resilience.

1. Introduction
In its beginning, the Internet was used mainly to
support simple applications, for example email,
chat, news readers, etc. Nowadays the Internet
supports a very large number of highly complex
services, in particular, services that replace the
need for physical presence, for example, a bank
transaction or the purchase of a book. Some of
these services are critical to the good functioning
of our society, namely those related to health, financial, and government. For access to these services, people interact with sites that can also be
considered critical.
We define critical site as an Internet site whose
malfunction affects a large number of people in activities that are fundamental to the operation of society. We call these sites eLife critical sites.
The resilience of the communications with eLife
critical sites is an important asset of modern societies. Evaluating and monitoring this resilience
is important for taking preventive actions and it involves several aspects.
The communication with eLife critical sites is
made via the IP protocol suite, and some of its aspects should be considered, for example, the IP

Address, DNS servers, responsible entities and national or international location. The IP global connectivity of sites is supported by Autonomous Systems (AS), and the failure of one such system can
affect this connectivity. Physical redundancy can
reduce the risk of losses of connectivity to a site in
case of connectivity disruption of an intermediate
AS. The AS location is another important aspect,
as an indicator of the degree of control a country
has over ASes critical to its national connectivity,
however, there are several ASes with presence in
more than one country.
The goal of this work is to identify Portuguese
eLife critical sites, to define methodologies to monitor the resilience of the communications with these
sites, and to develop a platform that implements
these methodologies. To develop our work, previous studies that map and monitor the critical sites
of different countries were analyzed.
To identify Portuguese eLife critical sites, we
start by the identification of national critical sectors,
using classifications already available, and then
identify eLife critical sites in those sectors using
public information from entities or other sources.
To monitor the resilience of communications with
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eLife critical sites, we need to characterize these
communications. For this purpose, each site identified as critical will be characterized, using information derived from public sources, from the point
of view of the associated IP address space, names,
DNS and BGP routes. In addition will be studied the AS interconnection system, particularly in
order to identify support ASes considered critical.
With all critical ASes characterized, it is possible to
draw a topology of the ASes interconnection system and evaluate its resilience. In this last step, it
is essential to consider ASes that function as transit between critical ASes.
Using all the methodologies explained above,
the developed platform will be capable of doing a
static characterization followed by a dynamic monitoring of those critical systems in terms of connectivity or also of changes in important technical parameters, for example the IP Address or a change
in the BGP route of a critical AS.

Figure 1: Technical background organizational view

4. Identification and Communications Resilience Assessment
This section describes the methodologies and results obtained in the identification and characterization of critical systems.
4.1. Identification and Classification of Critical
eLife Sites
We are interested in identifying sites that provide
services to the general public that in case of disruption affect the good functioning of society, i.e.,
critical eLife sites. We further classify the critical
eLife sites according to the sector of activity they
relate to.
In order to build a list of the main Portuguese critical eLife sites, we made a search on the Internet
for the main Portuguese organizations in each activity sector. We searched entities using search engines with keywords related with each activity sector, for example, the keyword ”.gov” for civil administration sector, or the keyword ”banco” for the financial sector. Also, to complement our search, we
used documents from official agencies that contain
lists of entities and their respective sites, for example, documents from ANACOM [3] and ERSE [8]
[9].
To finish the identification of critical eLife sites,
we analyzed the sites of every identified organization to assess the importance of the services offered to the user, and then retained only the most
important ones. For example, we retained sites
that contain client portals that replace the need for
the presence a physical site, or that contain important information to citizens, and discarded sites that
do not offer critical services, even if they belong to
companies that offer critical services through other
means, for example, a public water company, responsible for providing water to the population, but
the site only contains non-critical information.

1.1. Goals
This thesis has the following goals:
• Development of criteria for the identification of
Portuguese critical sites.
• Development of criteria and methodologies to
assess the communications with critical sites,
using only information publicly available.
• Development of a platform for monitoring the
communications with critical sites.
2. Technical Background
There are Internet elements that are relevant for
the understanding of our thesis. Figure 1 states
those elements and describes their organizational
view. An organization can be responsible for sites,
naming domains, DNS servers and IP address
blocks. The IP address block are allocated by an
Internet Regional Registry. The organization can
be supported by an AS owned by an ISP, or it can
have its own AS. An organization can also be an
ISP. The ISP contains ASes that contain routes to
other ASes. The routes are stored in the regional
registry.
3. Related Work
Some of the issues of the present thesis have
been previously addressed by several international
studies, namely in France [5] [6], the Netherlands
[1], the Germany [16] and Lithuania [11] [13] [12].
These studies will be referred to in the following
sections as French study, Dutch study, German
study and Lithuanian study, respectively.
Table 1 summarizes the coverage of the issues
addressed in the proposed thesis by the studies
considered.

4.2. Characterization of Critical Sites
To characterize the identified sites in terms of connectivity using only public information is one of our
goals. To achieve this goal, the following parame2

Table 1: Comparison between what we need with past works

Methodology to
identify critical
sites/organizations
Critical sectors
Methodology to
identify ASes
Use RIPE tools
Other tools
ASes topology
representation
Equation to calculate
distance between ASes
Live Monitoring
Use only public
information

Dutch Study

German Study

French report

Lithuanian Study

7

7

7

7

3

3

7

7

3

3

3

7

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

7

7

7

7

3

3

3

7

7

7

ters were selected:

use of DNSSEC is obtained from ViewDNS
[15] site.

• IP Address List - List of IPv4 or IPv6 addresses associated to the site in DNS records.
This list is obtained using nslookup.

4.3. Identification of ASes
The ASes supporting the connectivity to eLife critical sites were divided into three classes:

• IP Prefix List - List of registered IP prefixes
that contain the addresses of IP Address List.
This list is obtained from a query to the RIPEDB [14].

• Service ASes - This is the AS where the critical eLife site is located. This AS is identified
using the methodology in section 4.2.
• ISP ASes - These are the ASes where the
users of the critical eLife sites are located, i.e.,
those of the ISPs of the Portuguese Internet
users. We choose to analyze MEO, NOS and
Vodafone, as they provide mobile and fixed
access to 95% of the national Internet subscribers [2].

• Responsible Organizations - Organizations
that own the IP addresses in the IP Address
List. The organizations are obtained from a
query to the RIPE-DB.
• ASN - The ASN is the identification of the AS
to which the site is attached. The ASN is obtained from a query to the RIPE-DB.

• Transit ASes - The ASes provide the connec• HTTPS/HTTP - Indicates if a site uses HTTP
tivity between the two types of ASes above, if
or HTTPS. Note that sometimes the initial
there isn’t a direct connection. The identificapage of a site uses HTTP and the portal intion of these ASes will be explained in 4.4.
side it uses HTTPS. This information is obtained via a Python library, socket, that tries 4.4. ASes Interconnection System
to connect to port 443, which is assigned to For the purpose of evaluating the resilience of connectivity between users and critical eLife sites, we
HTTPS.
will analyze the paths between Service and ISP
• HTTP Response Status Code - HTTP code ASes in the graph that represents the adjacencies
returned after probing the site. This is done between Autonomous Systems in the Internet.
using a Python library, httplib, which allows requesting the HEADER of the initial page of the 4.4.1. Valid Paths Identification
site, and from the response obtaining the sta- From our research, to identify all possible paths between ASes and not only the ones currently used,
tus code.
we needed to build an AS network graph and de• DNS Servers - List of DNS servers of the do- fine a valid path pattern, as without path validation,
main to which the site belongs. To obtain the there would be infinite available paths.
DNS Servers we use the tool dig.
4.4.2. ASes Dataset
• DNSSEC - Indicates if the site domain uses To create an AS network graph, we needed an AS
DNSSEC. The DNSSEC system provides a dataset containing all direct connections for every
more secure resolution of names, because it AS. CAIDA provides datasets [4] that contain all
uses digital signatures to verify DNS query re- direct connections between ASes and the respecsponse integrity. The information about the tive relationships. There are two types of datasets
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builds a graph. The algorithm to identify and validate paths can be described in the following steps:
1. Create a list with Service ASes and ISP ASes.
2. Build a dictionary, from the ASes relationships dataset, where each AS entry contains
its neighbors and their corresponding relationship. This includes all ASes, not only Service
and ISP ASes.

Figure 2: Valley-free example

3. Build the network graph according to the dicthat are monthly updated Serial-1 and Serial-2. We
tionary.
choose to use Serial-2 data as it contains Serial-1
relationships plus inferred relationships.
4. For each Service AS, discover k=100 shortest
From the chosen dataset, we also verified
paths from ISP ASes and Service ASes. We
that there was not any relationship between Porconsider k=100 because from our research,
tuguese ISP ASes. However, if we did a traceroute,
we consider it to be a good trade-off between
from one to another, there was a direct connection
computational complexity and the number of
and this implies the existence of a relationship bevalid paths identified.
tween them. This happens because of the Internet
5. For each path discovered check its validity acExchange Point (IX) in Portugal, GigaPIX, provides
cording to Valley-Free rule using the dictionary
a peering connection between certain ASes, and
from step 2.
these connections are not announced on BGP updates. There are many IXs around the world, but
6. For each valid path, identify the Transit ASes
we only take in account the Portuguese IX.
and add it to the ASes list created on step 1
We added this IX to the network graph to have
that contains Service and ISP ASes.
a complete view of the network. We consider the
links that pass through GigaPIX as neutral links
7. Save the resulting ASes and respective paths
without any kind of relationship, as they are not anin a JSON file.
nounced in BGP updates. To retrieve this information we parse a site [10] that contains all GigaPIX 4.5. Paths Characterizations
We decided to focus on theoretical parameters that
peers.
could be inferred from our identified ASes and their
4.4.3. Valid Path Pattern
respective paths, as indicators of connectivity reTo find valid paths in the network graph we used silience. The following characteristics were anathe valley-free rule. The valley-free rule defines lyzed:
routing paths patterns that allow ASes to min• Number of paths between ASes - The more
imize their routing monetary cost. The validadisjoint paths there are between ASes, the
tion of paths is made according to the relationmore resilient to Transit AS failure the connecships between ASes that are directly connected.
tion will be.
It considers money transfers between customers
and providers, which means that for every transit
• Number of hops in each path between
provider there is a payee. A valid path must follow
ASes - We assume that the less hops there
the following pattern:
are in a path between ASes, the faster the
connectivity will be.

• 0 or more customer to provider links, followed
by

• Customer Cone - The customer cone is the
number of ASes an AS can reach using only
customer links. We assume that paths which
contain Transit ASes with a larger customer
cone are more reliable, as an AS with a higher
number of customers, has a higher number of
possible valid paths.

• 0 or 1 peering links, followed by
• 0 or more provider to customer links.
Figure 2 gives an example of valid and invalid
paths. The arrow direction in the figure defines a
customer to provider relation. Connections without
arrows are peering relations.

• Betweenness Centrality - Indicates the node
centrality in a graph based on shortest paths,
in our case, the graph that contains all our
identified ASes and their paths. We assume
that paths which contain Transit ASes with a

4.4.4. Paths Identification and Validation Algorithm
To validate paths, we developed a Python script
that reads the data from the CAIDA dataset and
4

higher betweenness centrality are more reliable, as an AS with a higher betweenness
centrality has a higher number of possible
valid paths.
4.6. Characterization of ASes
To characterize an AS in terms of connectivity using only public information, we analyzed the following parameters:

Figure 3: Summary of the system architecture

• ASN - Number that identifies the AS;
• Type - Service, ISP or Transit AS

• GUI Interface - User interface that allows
the display of information contained in the
database and provides useful tools.

• Holder - Entity that is responsible for the AS.
This information is retrieved from the RIPE
DB;

Figure 3 summarizes our system architecture.

5.2. Implementation
The system architecture comprises a back-end,
running in a Linux machine to which users can
connect a front-end accessed from any web
browser. The monitoring system was implemented
• Connections - All valid paths from ISP to Ser- in Python, for the back-end, and in JavaScript,
vice ASes, and between Service ASes;
for the front-end. To connect the front-end to the
back-end we used the Django [7] framework which
• Customer Cone - Number of ASes the AS
allows the execution of back-end functions from
can reach using only customer links;
front-end actions.
The Django framework also implements a
• Customer Cone Connection - Shortest path
database
model where entries are Python classes,
that considers the Transit ASes customer
which
facilitates
the interaction between the backcone;
end and the database.
• Betweenness Centrality - Value between 0
5.2.1. Database
and 1 that indicates the betweenness centralThe database contains three different models that
ity of the AS;
are specified in the Models file, which contain the
• Betweenness Centrality Connection - following parameters:
Shortest path that considers the Transit ASes
• Site (name, domain, ip addresses, asn,
betweenness centrality.
holder, http, dns, dnssec, prefixes, rtt, status,
http code)
5. The Crisys Monitoring System
This chapter describes the architecture of our mon• AS (asn,
country,
holder,
connecitoring system, called Crisys (Critical Systems).
tions,
asn
type,
customer
cone,
beNote that this system can monitor not only to crititweenness
centrality,
cc
connections,
cal eLife sites, but any site.
bc connections)
5.1. Architecture
• Log (date, time, message)
According to our stipulated goals, we divided the
system in the following modules:
To populate the database, we retrieved each parameter
of Site and AS model using the methods
• Sites Monitoring - Retrieves sites information
described
in sections 4.2 and 4.6, respectively.
from the Internet, process it and store it in the
• Holder Country - Country where the AS
holder is registered. This information is retrieved from the RIPE DB;

Database.

5.2.2. Monitoring Sites
We can divide the site monitoring into two types,
passive and active monitoring.
Monitoring of dynamic parameters: This is
done via traceroute, to check if the site is up and to
obtain the average RTT. If a site changes its state,
down or up, it creates a new log entry. This task is
done periodically for every site.

• ASes Monitoring - Retrieves ASes information from the Internet, process it and store it in
the Database.
• Database - Contains all information related to
sites and ASes, and the logs with sites and
ASes parameters changes.
5

OS
CPU
RAM
Local AS
Internet Speed
Browser

Monitoring of semi-static parameters: This
type of monitoring consists of checking every parameter for every site, and if any parameter change
is detected, change the parameter value in the
database. The methods are equal to the initial
database populate, explained in 4.2. This task is
done once a day, as it is network intensive, and
most of the parameters do not change.

elementaryOS
Intel R CoreTM i5-2410M
8 GB
1930
100 Mbps
Firefox 52.0.1

Table 2: Test Environment Configuration

5.3. Monitoring ASes
This type of monitoring consist of applying the
methods used to populate the database, explained
in section 4.4 and 4.6, to verify ASes parameters
changes and create new log entries in case of any
change. This task is done once a month, as we are
limited by the relationship files from CAIDA.

• Betweenness Centrality - Contains the
shortest path connection between the selected ASes according to the betweenness
centrality metric;
• Customer Cone - Contains the shortest path
connection between the selected ASes according to customer cone metric;

5.4. GUI Interface
The GUI interface is accessed through a web
browser. To design the page, we use HTML combined with the Bootstrap library to get a minimalist interface. The implementation is done in
JavaScript with the help of some libraries, namely
jQuery to make data requests to the back-end, and
the vis.js to draw dynamic and interactive graphs.

• Shortest Path - Contains the shortest path
connection between the selected ASes.
These metrics are explained in section 4.5.
5.4.5. Interactive Graph
This page contains a graph with all connections
from ISP ASes to Service ASes where is possible
to remove specific Transit ASes or remove all foreign Transit ASes. It also contains a table with the
number of connections between ISP and Service
ASes. With the combination of the graph and the
table, it is possible to assess the impact caused by
the disruption of a Transit AS.

5.4.1. Sites
The Sites page contains a table with every site and
the respective parameters. This table is dynamically updated in case of a parameter change. It
is also possible to add or remove sites. From this
page, it is possible to access an individual page of
a Site or an AS.

5.4.6. Logs
Consists of a box that is presented in every page
that contains all the logs. In case of a new log,
it displays a notification to the user. The log is updated dynamically, which means that the user does
not need to refresh or change page to see log alterations.

5.4.2. Site individual page
This page contains all site parameters together
with some tools to access the site connectivity,
namely a visual traceroute, that consists in execute
a traceroute and draw the path in a world map, and
a console where is possible to run commands like
ping or dig.

6. Evaluation
In this section, we will evaluate the eLife critical
sites and ASes identified using resilience indicators, and also evaluate the developed system in
terms of reliability and performance. All the tests
were made several times to ensure a good level of
confidence.

5.4.3. ASes
The ASes page contains a table with every AS and
the respective responsible organization and country, divided by Service and Transit ASes. From this
page it is possible to access an AS individual page.
5.4.4. AS individual page
Apart from all the AS parameters, it contains the
list of sites that the AS is responsible for, resilience indicators and four graphs that represent
connections between the ISP ASes and the respective Service AS, but it is also possible to see
the connections between other Service AS and
the respective Service AS. These different types
of graphs are the following:

6.1. Test Description
To evaluate the resilience of the critical systems
network and the reliability of the Crisys system, we
used information retrieved by our tool. The information was based on 83 eLife critical sites. All the
performance tests were made for 20, 40, 60 and
80 sites. The information used in the tests was retrieved using the method explained in chapter 4.
Table 2 contains the test environment configura• All Connections - Contains all connections
tion.
between the selected ASes;
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Figure 6: RTT per Site

Site
citius
endesa
banco bic
bni europa
banco popular
bankinter
bnp paribas
deutsche-bank
sns
policia judiciaria
ana
carris

Figure 4: No of DNS Servers per Site

Figure 5: No of IP Addresses per Site

Meo
0/8
0/6
0/5
0/3
0 / 10
0/2
0 / 12
0/2
0/8
0/8
0/6
0/1

Vodafone
0 / 27
0 / 19
5 / 19
1/9
2 / 30
2/8
6 / 49
0 / 17
0 / 44
0 / 27
4 / 24
5 / 18

Nos
0 / 21
0 / 14
5 / 13
1/6
0 / 21
2/7
5 / 24
0 / 16
0 / 15
0 / 21
3 / 11
5 / 12

Table 4: Sites affected by the shutdown of all foreign Transit
ASes

6.2. Critical Systems Network
In this section, we will evaluate the information retrieved about the critical eLife sites and ASes identified in section 4.1.

than one site. However, by using this method, is
possible to verify if sites use HTTPS in their client
portals, even if they don’t use it in the initial page
of the site.
6.2.1. eLife Critical Sites
Critical eLife sites affected by foreign Transit
Sites evaluation is stated in the Figures 4, 5 and 6, ASes: Table 4 shows the critical eLife sites that in
and in the Tables 3 and 4.
case of the shutdown of all foreign Transit AS, have
DNS Servers: Figure 4 shows a histogram of at least one connection to an ISP disrupted. The
the number of DNS servers per site. Most of the numbers on the table are the number of paths, beidentified critical eLife sites are associated to more fore and after foreign Transit ASes shutdown, from
than one DNS server.
the Service AS, that supports the site, to the ISP
IP Addresses: Figure 5 shows a histogram of AS. Some of the affected sites lost the connection
the number of IP Addresses per site. Most of the with all ISPs. In case of disruption of all commuidentified critical eLife sites are only associated to nications with foreign countries, these sites can be
one IP address.
seriously affected. This test was done using our
RTT: Figure 6 shows a histogram of the RTT per interactive graph.
site. More than a half of the identified critical eLife
sites have a RTT lower than 25ms.
6.3. Autonomous Systems
DNSSEC: Table 3 shows that from the 83 do- Autonomous systems evaluation is stated in Table
mains analyzed, only two use DNSSEC.
5, 6 and 7. This evaluation consists in analyzHTTPS: Table 3 shows that from the analyzed ing the number of hops per path and the number
sites, most of them use HTTPS. These num- of paths between the primary ISP’s and Service
bers may be inaccurate, since our measurement ASes, and also states the distribution of Service
method is to test if port 443 is open, which can lead ASes between national and foreign entities.
to false positives in case the same IP hosts more
6.3.1. Number of hops per path
Looking at Table 5 we can see that the number of
Using Not using
hops per path, on average, from ISPs to Service
DNSSEC 2
81
ASes is around three. The number of hops stated
HTTPS
70
13
is the number of hops between ASes, not between
Table 3: Sites security evaluation
machines.
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NOS
MEO
VODAFONE

Min
1
1
1

Max
5
6
6

Avg
3
3
3

Table 5: Number of hops per path from ISP to Services ASes

NOS
MEO
VODAFONE

Min
1
1
8

Max
23
24
39

Avg
10
6
17

Figure 7: Visual traceroute to sns.gov.pt

Table 6: Number of possible paths from ISP to Services ASes

6.3.2. Number of paths
Table 6 shows the number of possible paths between ISPs and ASes. The Service ASes are divided more or less equally between Foreign and
National ASes, which means that a national ISP
with higher international presence will normally
have a higher number of possible paths.

Figure 8: Site down for maintenance

6.3.3. National and Foreign ASes
Table 7 shows the number of foreign and national
Service ASes. This does not mean that a site supported by a foreign ASes is physically located outside national territory, as explained in section 4.6.
In Figure 7 it is possible to observe the visual
traceroute to sns.gov.pt, which is supported by a
Foreign AS.

for each case, the values were calculated using the
confidence level of 95% for N=5 samples.
8.1. Database Populate
Figure 10 shows that the time for populate the
database, using methods that are explained in
5.2.1, has a linear growth with the increase of the
number of sites.
8.2. Sites Update
Figure 11 shows that the time to update sites information, using methods explained in section 5.2.2,
has a linear growth with the increase of the number
of sites.

7. Crisys System Reliability
In this section, we will evaluate if the developed tool
monitors critical systems correctly.
7.1. Identification of Site unavailability
Figure 8 and 9 show an example of a correct detection by Crisys detected correctly that a site was
down.

8.3. ASes Update
Figure 12 shows that the time to update ASes information, using methods explained in 5.3, has a
sublinear growth with the increase of the number
of sites.

7.2. Possible Paths
Table 8 shows the results of a test executed on ten
random sites, consisting of checking if the path obtained from traceroute exists in our graph, and if it
is equal to any of the paths obtained using our metrics. In Table 8 SP stands for Shortest Path, BC
stands for Betweenness Centrality and CC stands
for Customer Cone.

8.4. Sites Monitoring
Figure 13 shows that the time to monitor the sites,
using methods explained in 5.2.2, has a linear
growth with the increase of the number of sites.
9. Conclusions
The main goals of this thesis were the identification, characterization and monitoring of systems
critical for the communication with eLife critical
sites, i.e., Internet sites whose malfunction affect
the good functioning of society.
To achieve the stipulated goals, we started by

8. Crisys System Performance
In this section, we will evaluate the developed system in terms of the time it takes to execute tasks
in function of the number of sites monitored. The
tests were executed for 20, 40, 60 and 80 sites, and

National
Foreign

No of ASes
21
19

Table 7: Number of National and Foreign Services ASes

Figure 9: System log confirming that the site is down.
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Site
112.pt
anacom.pt
artelecom
mbnet.pt
dre.pt
sns.gov.pt
bnpparibas.pt
cncs.gov.pt
cruzvermelha.pt
ana.pt

Exists in graph
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

SP
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

BC
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No

CC
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

AS
National
National
National
National
National
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign

ASN
197802
3243
12926
6773
29673
8972
20940
49941
8426
16509

Table 8: Traceroute comparison with possible paths identified and classified

MONITORING SITES

POPULATE THE DATABASE
3000

250

2500

200

TIME (S)

TIME (S)

2000
1500

150
100

1000
50

500

0

0
20

40

60

20

80

.

Figure 10: Database populate chart

300

250
200

TIME (S)

60

80

Figure 13: Sites monitoring chart.

analyzing the structure of these systems, and identified which system components can be important
to their availability and resilience.
With the previous goals in mind, we divided our
work in four stages:

SITES UPDATE

150

• Development of criteria to identify critical eLife
sites;

100
50

0
20

40

60

80

Nº OF SITES

.

Figure 11: Sites update chart.

• Development of methodologies for the identification and characterization of critical eLife
sites;
• Development of methodologies for the identification and characterization of ASes that support critical eLife sites connectivity.

ASES UPDATE

• Development of a system that uses the developed methodologies to monitor the identified
critical systems;

2500
2000

TIME (S)

40

Nº OF SITES

Nº OF SITES

1500

1000
500

0
20

40

60

Nº OF SITES

Figure 12: ASes update chart.

80

To identify these critical eLife sites we used
different sources of information, from Google
searches to the analyses of official documents.
The characterization was done using several tools,
depending on the parameters of critical eLife sites
we wanted to obtain.
The ASes were divided into Service, ISP and
.
Transit ASes. Service AS were identified directly
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.

from critical eLife sites. ISP ASes are the primary ASes of Portuguese ISPs that support national users connectivity to the Internet. Transit
ASes were identified from the paths between the
pairs (Service AS, ISP AS) and (Service AS, Service AS). The characterization was done using several tools, depending on the parameters of ASes
we wanted to obtain.
We emphasize that the approach to the identification of alternative paths to the ones currently
used, is new, and provides a good resilience metric to evaluate critical eLife sites connectivity.
The monitoring system was developed using the
methodologies from the identification and characterization of critical systems, and is composed of a
back-end in Python and a front-end in JavaScript,
bridged by a Django framework.
The monitoring system developed allows the
evaluation of the resilience of critical systems connectivity and visualize the information obtained in
a centralized way. From our monitoring tool, the
functionalities that we want to highlight are the live
monitoring of critical eLife sites availability, the visual traceroute to the critical eLife sites, the graph
visualization of paths for any pair (Service AS, ISP
AS) and (Service AS, Service AS), and finally the
interactive graph where is possible to simulate the
disruption of Transit ASes and verify which critical
eLife sites are affected.
By evaluating the information obtained, we say
that most of critical eLife sites are safe from the disruption of foreign ASes, but not all, which means
that some critical online services depend on foreign organizations.
By evaluating the developed monitoring system,
we note that the performance could be improved,
but our focus was on the tool reliability.
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